Town Plan Survey #8: Education

Q1 How would your rank the overall quality of Milton's public schools
compared to other Vermont public schools?
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Q2 In what ways are Milton's schools doing a great job?
Answered: 89

Skipped: 8

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

They serve a great lunch

7/31/2018 11:06 PM

2

I see the high school doing an excellent job of preparing students for college if they are on that
track. Many offerings for advanced placement, dual enrollment, etc.

7/31/2018 10:53 PM

3

Dedicated teachers who care about their students.

7/31/2018 3:44 PM

4

sports,and social concerns

7/31/2018 3:09 PM

5

The teachers do their best to make students enjoy school.

7/31/2018 12:15 PM

6

Great support staff, diverse offerings including stem, technology and arts etc. awesome food
program with focus on farm to table

7/30/2018 9:25 PM

7

The best thing Milton has done is gotten an SRO.

7/30/2018 9:02 PM

8

Community and inclusion. Variety of course offerings. Offering of AP classes to HS students.

7/30/2018 5:27 PM

9

Teachers are excellent friends and mentors

7/30/2018 9:54 AM

10

I don’t think they are

7/30/2018 12:46 AM

11

Educating the whole child Professional development of faculty Ambition and drive of faculty

7/29/2018 10:14 PM

12

The teachers are amazing.

7/29/2018 6:11 PM

13

Keeping politics out

7/29/2018 5:39 PM

14

Maintaining some of the great teachers

7/29/2018 4:07 PM

15

Many of the teachers are good,

7/29/2018 3:16 PM

16

I don't believe they are

7/29/2018 12:37 PM

17

No child left behind

7/29/2018 10:39 AM

18

The teachers are of quality

7/29/2018 9:17 AM

19

The teachers are excellent.

7/29/2018 8:27 AM

20

Great teachers

7/29/2018 7:42 AM

21

I’m not able to answer that. I’ve had a child go through from k-8 and have no exceptional
experience. Everything has always been a struggle, no follow up and no easy or consistent info

7/29/2018 6:56 AM

22

Sports, lunches, and getting better teachers

7/29/2018 6:38 AM

23

I feel the administration in the past 3 years has done our kids a disservice.

7/28/2018 9:47 PM

24

Great teachers... facilities are lacking.

7/28/2018 7:24 PM

25

Not really sure they are

7/28/2018 3:57 PM

26

They are trying

7/28/2018 10:37 AM

27

Providing excellent advanced placement classes. Working to keep kids in school.

7/28/2018 7:17 AM

28

Have been lucky that my child continues to excel- her teaches has been great!

7/27/2018 11:48 PM

29

We have one of the largest student populations in the state. Our teachers, faculty and
administrators do an amazing job working with so many children. Children with different
backgrounds and experiences.

7/27/2018 4:28 PM

30

The teachers really care about the students. The schools provide a lot of great learning
opportunities.

7/27/2018 4:18 PM

31

I personally do not think they are doing a good job at all.

7/27/2018 1:30 PM
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32

Personally speaking, my son is prepared for college.

7/27/2018 12:42 PM

33

The teachers are great. They care and they have done a wonderful job teaching both of my
children - both of whom are elementary age and performing above average. The schools also offer
a lot of extracurricular activities - athletic and non-athletic.

7/27/2018 8:53 AM

34

Community events

7/27/2018 6:32 AM

35

Milton schools are involved with the greater Milton community. The education of the children is
influenced not only by what happens in the classroom, but also with what happens in the
community surrounding them.

7/26/2018 11:03 PM

36

Their not.

7/26/2018 10:37 PM

37

Can not think of any way at all.

7/26/2018 10:18 PM

38

Not at all

7/26/2018 10:10 PM

39

They have developed a strong elementary and pre School program

7/26/2018 8:45 PM

40

Caring staff especially for special needs students

7/26/2018 7:16 PM

41

Most of the teachers are good. Evening activities are well done (Author's Night, Science Fair, etc.)

7/26/2018 6:05 PM

42

Great teachers

7/26/2018 3:43 PM

43

The high school does a great job supporting students and providing opportunities to find ways to
be part of the school community. They do a good job of making sure students who excel have
challenges and students who need support get it.

7/26/2018 3:06 PM

44

Milton has many opportunities for families to be involved.

7/26/2018 2:57 PM

45

Food Service, Athletics, facilities improvements

7/26/2018 2:28 PM

46

The safety of children is clearly a priority, and I appreciate the encouragement of independence in
the youngest students.

7/26/2018 2:12 PM

47

They have some amazing teachers that really care about their students.

7/26/2018 1:02 PM

48

Their food service is amazing!

7/26/2018 12:14 PM

49

Wonderful teachers!

7/26/2018 11:28 AM

50

We have only personally experienced the early education program for our son but these teachers
went above and beyond every single day for our students!

7/26/2018 10:34 AM

51

Inclusion Technology support

7/26/2018 10:23 AM

52

We only have experience with the Pre-K program and we love it. It is a wonderful program, with
even better teachers.

7/26/2018 9:26 AM

53

Bus service routes

7/26/2018 8:52 AM

54

Providing safety and care for my preschooler. Always in contact about everything even if it has
nothing to do with my child they call.

7/26/2018 8:35 AM

55

We offer great programs for special needs students

7/26/2018 7:58 AM

56

Early elementary teachers and aids are excellent advocates for our kids.

7/26/2018 7:42 AM

57

There are many wonderful teachers at Milton schools who truly care about students. EEE is also
doing an excellent job!

7/26/2018 7:39 AM

58

Dedicated teachers and attention to the needs of children. Excellent special ed services

7/26/2018 7:31 AM

59

We love the EEE program at Milton. The teachers and support staff are amazing and I couldn’t
have asked for a better educational start for my children.

7/26/2018 7:28 AM

60

We have always had excellent teachers. I believe that my children are safe at school

7/26/2018 7:13 AM

61

elementary education

7/26/2018 7:11 AM

62

Great teachers, lots of community programs.

7/26/2018 7:08 AM

63

Foodservice is great,serving local healthy fresh food!

7/26/2018 7:06 AM

64

Have some great staff, great lunch programs

7/26/2018 7:00 AM
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65

Offering great services for preschool age

7/26/2018 6:43 AM

66

It depends on the classroom, some are more supported than others by support staff that can
make a year successful or not. Teachers who team Have created pages on Facebook to keep us
up to date on the overall progress or events of a classroom, it helps keep us informed and
connected to the rest of the classes parents as well

7/26/2018 6:41 AM

67

Early education program

7/26/2018 4:54 AM

68

Great staffing you have the right teachers who care about our children also great jobs with keeping
track of who enters the school ( we went to another to talk about careers With students doors were
locked a student let our employees in and they walked the halls for a good 1/2 hour passing staff
and was never asked who she was or if she needed help. Was schooled witj all the acts of violence
in school now a days on how this school was W

7/26/2018 4:34 AM

69

The support staff are the glue holding everything together. The teachers work hard and provide
their best skills for the children they work with.

7/26/2018 1:28 AM

70

Great job at not following any protocols

7/25/2018 11:49 PM

71

Elementary school was great. Middle school is a mess. we have heard great things about the high
school

7/25/2018 9:40 PM

72

I think they have done a great job preparing my child for college.

7/25/2018 9:17 PM

73

Mostly great teachers/staff.

7/25/2018 9:03 PM

74

Special education services. Early ed. High school programming. Variety of extra curriculars.
Dedicated staff and faculty

7/25/2018 6:45 PM

75

There are a few teachers who still care about the children and their futures.

7/25/2018 6:34 PM

76

Teachers who care

7/25/2018 6:25 PM

77

feels like the resources are going to the HS

7/25/2018 6:10 PM

78

Athletics

7/25/2018 5:38 PM

79

Can only speak in regards to elementary school. They seem to be trying to improve math and
reading skills with add computer apps like extra math, and raz kids. Some teachers are great with
communication with parents with weekly news letters and class Facebook pages to keep patents
informed others not so much. It’s hard for parents to be involved if the only communication we get
is what our child shares.

7/25/2018 5:05 PM

80

Multiple programming. Equity of access for all students.

7/25/2018 4:54 PM

81

High graduation rate

7/25/2018 4:52 PM

82

K-4 teachers are excellent

7/25/2018 3:52 PM

83

Administration does everything they can do to help students graduate.

7/25/2018 2:59 PM

84

Great teachers who really care.

7/25/2018 2:50 PM

85

My son had access to his teachers, support staff and we as parents did as well. He was in the top
of his class in learning and achievements and wasn’t held back in his learning.

7/25/2018 2:48 PM

86

My children graduated from MHS over 15 years ago so I’m unsure. They both received quality
educations and went on to college and good jobs.

7/25/2018 2:40 PM

87

Elementary schools seem to be doing well

7/25/2018 2:10 PM

88

The drama department seems to be a stellar program. Not sure about academics, however.

7/25/2018 12:35 PM

89

Supporting the arts

7/25/2018 12:33 PM
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Q3 How can Milton's schools improve?
Answered: 89

Skipped: 8

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

It maybe more than our teachers are willing to commit to. With a teachers union always fighting for
more pay and less work it’s a challenge. It will would require putting more hours in.

7/31/2018 11:06 PM

2

Consistent leadership.

7/31/2018 10:53 PM

3

Administration that can lead properly, and be active participants in the school (not reactive or
passive). Hire additional special educators to have manageable case loads and help teachers.

7/31/2018 3:44 PM

4

spend more time and history and government studies

7/31/2018 3:09 PM

5

To be honest, listening to the students perspectives. Also, things need to be done about bullying
it’s a big thing that needs to be addressed.

7/31/2018 12:15 PM

6

Stronger administrative teams that stay for longer periods starting at the top with a superintendent
with strong leadership skills ready to work with all people involved in the school system

7/30/2018 9:25 PM

7

Milton has a lot of bullying that needs to be handled better.

7/30/2018 9:02 PM

8

Those on the college prep tract - are landing in college unprepared. Too many redo's and extra
credits - made the kids use those as fall backs for grades. They did not have to study and do
things on time. My son really struggled with how to become a learner in college. Other classmates,
were directed to other challanges in HS, but is was in the majority and was allowed to slip thru. He
got good grades - so was already getting As and B's - even smart students need to be challanged.

7/30/2018 5:27 PM

9

Policies need to be more strict. When I went to HS we had a “make up policy” which allowed me to
not complete any work/do a poor job on papers and projects and had the ability to make up work
until the end of a quarter. This is NOT CONDUCIVE to how College works. This policy affected my
time management skills and I became overwhelmed in college during my freshman year. Also,
students who are excelling in their grade or subject should be rewarded and pushed further
academically (they should be allowed to move up in grade level classes) I was never allowed to
move up in math and I was bored and ahead of my class in grades 3 - 9.

7/30/2018 9:54 AM

10

Smaller class size, better variety of classes, more rules. Stop allowing people to skate by and then
turn everything at the end of the semester. It teaches them nothing. Not many are prepared for
college and I blame milton

7/30/2018 12:46 AM

11

Improve parent involvement Opportunity to share information obtained at Prof development with
other teachers

7/29/2018 10:14 PM

12

I’m not sure

7/29/2018 6:11 PM

13

Stop partiality. Make teachers earn their raises

7/29/2018 5:39 PM

14

Less administration and maintain the good teachers. Stop becoming a "learning" school for new
teachers.

7/29/2018 4:07 PM

15

The middle school on a whole, access to preschool, better extra curricular and sports, too much
money/too many resources spent on special needs

7/29/2018 3:16 PM

16

Less administrators. More listening to teachers.

7/29/2018 12:37 PM

17

Start foreign languages earlier

7/29/2018 10:39 AM

18

Addressing behavior in schools at the Administrative level.

7/29/2018 9:17 AM

19

Behavior policies and enforcement

7/29/2018 8:27 AM

20

Parking, drop off/pick up

7/29/2018 7:42 AM
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21

Consistency with administration, been through four superintendents and at least five principles in a
K-8 school experience. Communication and a demand for students to complete work. Teachers
and admins should run the school, not students. Pick one standardized test and still with it, we’ve
been through at least three. There is no way to determine where your student it at academically.
Go back to a regular grading system. 1-4 tells parents and students absolutely nothing

7/29/2018 6:56 AM

22

Pay teachers better so they will stay, better technology

7/29/2018 6:38 AM

23

Administration does not support teachers or provide services to assist teachers to be successful.
Bradshaw was known for keeping people who won't ask questions... But that's what's needed to
make sure we improve.

7/28/2018 9:47 PM

24

Add additions onto the school so teachers, special educators, and other service providers have
space to work... also space for additional classrooms.

7/28/2018 7:24 PM

25

Bullying

7/28/2018 3:57 PM

26

Have it's own middle school

7/28/2018 10:37 AM

27

School atmosphere is disturbingly negative. Student accountability needs to be improved.

7/28/2018 7:17 AM

28

Turnover Addressing bullying and being more responsive to parents. Need consistency in upper
management

7/27/2018 11:48 PM

29

There needs to be a massive increase in parent and community communication. Many parents
have no idea what is happening in the school and many, when problems do arise, feel like they
have no where to turn for help and no where to obtain unbiased, thorough information.

7/27/2018 4:28 PM

30

Keeping the focus on student learning-

7/27/2018 4:18 PM

31

-Teach -Not rely on technology for everything -Have students actually use paper and pencil when
writing papers -Change up book selections in English class they’ve been reading the same books
every year -Do genealogy -Practice cursive - Have teachers make their own lesson plans other
than reading out of a book.

7/27/2018 1:30 PM

32

Retaining good teachers. Administration showing respect, confidence and support for teachers.
Let's get our kids up to standards, instead of putting them through to the next grade.

7/27/2018 12:42 PM

33

Elementary school should start earlier and middle/high school should start later. Other towns have
instituted this (e.g., South Burlington) and kids are thriving. Also, many national studies have been
done and proven it’s better for the kids.

7/27/2018 8:53 AM

34

Communication with parents/addressing children that need help MUCH sooner. The atletic
programs need to do a better job at advertizing what sports are available and making it easier to
sign up.

7/27/2018 6:32 AM

35

Milton schools can improve by continuing to develop and deepen relations with the broader Milton
community. Embrace the concept of it takes a village to raise a child. Expand opportunities for
students to get involved with and learn from others who live and work in this great community.

7/26/2018 11:03 PM

36

Where to start Taking behavioral kids out when needed Teachers getting classes under control
Getting on top of bullying issues

7/26/2018 10:37 PM

37

I'd say fire your superintendent but thankfully you won't have to! Mary Fitzgerald needs to go and
while your at it Tim Dunn! The three of them by themselves make the school system in Milton a
joke. How sad as well as unfortunate that our children the future and respresentation of this town
miss out on a real education.

7/26/2018 10:18 PM

38

Stop the all or nothing way of teaching. You're losing kids that are eager to learn by dealing with
the kids that are troubled.

7/26/2018 10:10 PM

39

Focus on the middle school.

7/26/2018 8:45 PM

40

How about having after school programs for kids. It's one of the few schools in the area that
doesn't have one in place.

7/26/2018 8:16 PM

41

The school does not take concerns about bullying seriously enough. School staff gets defensive.

7/26/2018 6:05 PM

42

Better administration and handling of situations such an bullying and more highly accredited
curriculums.

7/26/2018 3:43 PM
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43

Middle school behavior issues impede the learning of those who want to learn. The Middle school
lacks communication with parents. I would like to see an increase in responsibility for my middle
school student such as homework expectations to prepare them for high school.

7/26/2018 3:06 PM

44

Following through - Administration lacks follow through all around. Teachers lack follow through on
discipline and administration lacks follow through on most issues. This could be to lack of support
and limited funding.

7/26/2018 2:57 PM

45

Better communication and outreach, someone who is well versed with marketing/social media/PR

7/26/2018 2:28 PM

46

More outside time and more lunch time because here is where (K-5) kids REALLY learn social and
life skills. Not having to rush through lunch and actually interact with students from other classes is
vital for a kid’s overall nutritional health and social skills. Having more time outside builds on this.
Kids should be outside freely gross motor playing or engaged in a loosely academic activity for at
least an hour every day, with exceptions only for extreme weather. European countries—
especially Scandinavia—prove these concepts to the US by time and time again ranking top in the
world for health and education. All the academic stuff and curricular success will follow naturally if
kids’ social and HEALTH needs are adequately met. More arts should also be incorporated.
Overall, trauma informed curriculum is imperative for meeting each child’s needs.

7/26/2018 2:12 PM

47

Start at the top...the administration is awful. They all need replaced And our middle school needs
consistency. The students needs are not being met and we need more special education and para
educators to assist on this, not less.

7/26/2018 1:02 PM

48

Milton has great teachers- but can’t retain them. The administration needs to work to fix that. The
bullying is out of control and the administration does not know with how to handle disruptive
students. They need to learn to deal with issues and not ignore them.

7/26/2018 12:14 PM

49

Bullying problems even in younger grades, we need programs for accelerated learners, we need
more accountability on students and equity in school policies being enforcedw

7/26/2018 11:28 AM

50

Safety! I sent a friend to pickup my son in a bind and the office ladies didn't ask to see ID, didn't
call me, just called my son to the office and let him leave with her. Kind of made me uncomfortable
because anyone could have said they were there to pick him up.

7/26/2018 10:34 AM

51

Staff longevity would be helpful- so many young teachers that leave after a few years Our school
has an abundance of behavioral challenges- invest in the BIs and support staff

7/26/2018 10:23 AM

52

Higher teacher wages.

7/26/2018 9:26 AM

53

Better quality teachers and resources

7/26/2018 8:52 AM

54

More upfront parking accessibly for drop off.

7/26/2018 8:35 AM

55

They NEED to hold ALL students accountable for their actions and ACTUALLY FOLLOW
THROUGH WITH DISCIPLINE! The kids know there are NO Consequences for their actions.

7/26/2018 7:58 AM

56

Communication with parents has got to improve!! Higher standards for staff - if they are not doing
their job, they need to be disciplined, not want for them to retire or move them to a position they
won’t like in hopes that they will leave. Longer recess for kids - they need fresh air and exercise!

7/26/2018 7:39 AM

57

Retain administration and build a stronger sense of community within the school.

7/26/2018 7:31 AM

58

Middle school reputation is poor and makes me worried for when my children enter those grades.
Increase the communication between K teachers and home.

7/26/2018 7:28 AM

59

Focus on reading skills more intensively. Better communication with the public. Less turnover in
upper leadership.

7/26/2018 7:13 AM

60

more options for preschool

7/26/2018 7:11 AM

61

Update the buildings, add more space.

7/26/2018 7:08 AM

62

Stop all of the turn over with staff,and listen to there employers and follow through with issues!

7/26/2018 7:06 AM

63

Less faculty turn over, more space,

7/26/2018 7:00 AM

64

More transparency from school board and superintendent, community feeling welcome in decision
making, increased mental health support in schools, friendlier staff in front office of elementary
school making visitors feel welcome.

7/26/2018 6:43 AM

65

More support staff, more communication home on your individual child’s progress, not just the
major overall class or school happenings.

7/26/2018 6:41 AM
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66

Better enrollment process for EEE

7/26/2018 4:54 AM

67

Administrators should use less personal discretion and follow policies in place. Children who
create unsafe learning environments are not held accountable for their actions with follow through
from the administrators. Our schools desperately need more behavior support staff. The number of
student infractions clearly justify adding positions. Child development research show that, most
often, when younger children behave negatively it’s because they have an unmet need. They
cannot function in a learning environment with unmet needs and disrupt other children from
learning. How can a handful of staff meet the needs of all these children? The school should be
working to support the children be successful while at school and support the staff who support
these children. Additionally, there should always be at least one administrator in each school;
elementary, middle, and high school. Too many times administrators are all at one school in
lengthy meetings leaving other staff to fill their roles in their absence. If they really need to meet for
frequent and lengthy meetings then research other, more current and efficient meeting options
such as Skype. Mary Fitzgerald appears disinterested at special events making it hard for parents
to approach her. As a parent, I wish I would see more administrators at more community events. A
healthy approach to the school culture is critical. Too many brilliant, long-standing, and dedicated
teachers are leaving our schools. Ms. Bradshaw’s explanation of the culture audit was to base the
outcomes on prior administration. Any community member could see that the culture audit
reflected the current morale just by observing.

7/26/2018 1:28 AM

68

Have steady school employees, admin stay, a superintendent stay withought having scandals.
Build trust back

7/25/2018 11:49 PM

69

Separating the special needs kids into their own class where they can get the attention they
deserve. Ms. Ahret retiring will also help

7/25/2018 9:40 PM

70

Disruptive students are negatively impacting the education of the other students in the classroom.

7/25/2018 9:17 PM

71

Better, more consistent, transparent discipline protocol.

7/25/2018 9:03 PM

72

Increase communication. Address behavioral issues with positive proactive measures

7/25/2018 6:45 PM

73

Make it more about the children instead of worry about money and have so much scandal. It all
starts with the town. People should look into why there is such a large turnover for the town
employees.

7/25/2018 6:34 PM

74

Principals can be more involved and proactive about situations- for instance if the behavior team is
going into a certain classroom 3+ times/ week, perhaps worth looking into why this is happening
(incorrectly matched aide, child that can’t control themselves appropriately and should be
removed, etc...). Also, if the letters sent home say the behavior team is going to speak to the class,
follow through with that and have them talk. To be told that a child can ask for a 1:1 conversation
singles out the child who was just in the classroom when the event occurred. It Puts them in an
unfair situation by putting the onus on them.

7/25/2018 6:25 PM

75

**Evaluation of administrators / principals / teachers and support those who need to improve.
**Better communication especially to those citizens who do not have children in the schools **Get
a handle on discipline **make decisions based on what is best for the students/district, not just the
small groups that complain **do exit interviews to try to fix problems that make the turnover rate so
high (I don't have exact data on this only anecdotal stories from various people) **Make it easy to
get more input to school board for those of us who travel for work and are frequently out of town
and cannot make it to meetings. I looked online and couldn't find any way to do it.

7/25/2018 6:10 PM

76

Get back to basics. Reading, writing, arithmetic. Less gadgets like iPads. My children’s education
is much less substantial than mine of thirty years ago.

7/25/2018 5:38 PM

77

We just moved here within the last year and don’t have kids so it is tough to say. I will say that I
have seen a lot of bad press about Milton schools, their policies, and it’s staff. As a future parent,
that makes me nervous.

7/25/2018 5:19 PM

78

Parent communication some teachers are great others it’s non existent which is frustrating. Also
communication between the school and parents. Need to continue to work on math, science and
reading and writing scores. They need to shake the milton bad wrap image. Especially in regards
to academics and bullying

7/25/2018 5:05 PM

79

Constant administration through the schools. Constant discipline procedure that is equitable and
fair.

7/25/2018 4:54 PM

80

Building a stronger community, stronger stance on bullying, less teaching toward common core
tests, more transparency among the administration and faculty

7/25/2018 4:52 PM
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81

smaller teacher/student ratios, more behavioral help, more free time for younger students

7/25/2018 3:52 PM

82

Administration has to stop playing favorites with certain students. Kids need to stay in the
classroom instead of the hallways or principals office.

7/25/2018 2:59 PM

83

Better PR and communication.

7/25/2018 2:50 PM

84

Overall moving forward in the 21st century more AP for HS and smaller classes throughout
elementary and middle school - greater access to computers at a younger agez

7/25/2018 2:48 PM

85

I’ve heard that behavioral issues are a problem and that the “good” kids are not getting enough
quality attention and instruction.

7/25/2018 2:40 PM

86

Work on improving reputation and ensure students entering college have basic college skills (able
to write a paper)

7/25/2018 2:10 PM

87

Yes

7/25/2018 1:10 PM

88

Shift the focus to students who want to learn and excel. Introduce more programs for gifted
students. Our school systems spends way too much time coddling to those who are disruptive to
the learning experience. Teachers and staff spend way too much valuable time with the
"troublemakers."

7/25/2018 12:35 PM

89

I hear there's a bullying problem nationwide. I'd like to see that issues are addressed appropriately
and timely so as to keep everyone safe physically and emotionally.

7/25/2018 12:33 PM
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Q4 Do your children attend private K-12 schools?
Answered: 97

Skipped: 0
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Q5 Which of the following types of schools have you attended or are
currently attending?
Answered: 97

Skipped: 0
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University /
Liberal Arts...
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Community College
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26

University / Liberal Arts College

67.01%

65

Professional School (Law, Medical, Business, etc.)

15.46%

15

Trade School

16.49%

16

Other (please specify)

8.25%

8

Total Respondents: 97
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Grad school

7/29/2018 4:07 PM

2

None

7/29/2018 10:39 AM

3

High school

7/28/2018 3:57 PM

4

Graduate school

7/26/2018 7:31 AM

5

Graduate School

7/26/2018 7:13 AM

6

Professional development courses

7/25/2018 2:48 PM

7

Home school

7/25/2018 1:10 PM

8

Military

7/25/2018 12:35 PM
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Q6 Should Milton have any of the following?
Answered: 90

Skipped: 7
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11
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80.00%

72

Other (please specify)

17.78%

16

Total Respondents: 90
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

I don't think these are necessary for Milton as there are enough of these in neighboring towns

7/30/2018 9:25 PM

2

All of the above - options are always a good thing.

7/30/2018 5:27 PM

3

No, we need to address our own school issues first

7/29/2018 9:17 AM

4

No, these things are all available nearby

7/29/2018 8:27 AM

5

None, milton need to focus on k-8 being academically sound

7/29/2018 6:56 AM

6

My kids are still young, so if there is a vocational program (such as BOCES) I haven’t heard about
it.

7/26/2018 2:12 PM

7

I think Milton needs to work on the discipline and get the schools under control. Behaviors are out
of control.

7/26/2018 7:58 AM

8

No we really need to work on the programs we have now.

7/26/2018 7:39 AM

9

A tech program at the high school would be tremendously beneficial

7/26/2018 7:28 AM

10

I don't think it's necessary

7/26/2018 6:43 AM

11

Trades including nurse aide program, electrical, plumbing, carpentry, stem

7/26/2018 6:41 AM

12

Educators who care and willing to adapt to kids qho learn outside the normal classroom

7/25/2018 11:49 PM
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13

Not sure I understand where you are going with this....bring CCV classes to our HS with
community members able to attend? Have trade school classes offered onsite? These 3 options
are available locally --

7/25/2018 6:10 PM

14

Maybe a CCV campus or a tech program not sure town could support anything more than that in a
bedroom community

7/25/2018 5:05 PM

15

Community center like Essex

7/25/2018 2:48 PM

16

We need to concentrate more on providing a value added primary and secondary school learning
experience. I am appalled that we have a 29 million dollar school budget with limited success.

7/25/2018 12:35 PM
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Q7 Do you have any skills or knowledge you would want to teach or
share with others?
Answered: 93

Skipped: 4
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93

#

WHAT TYPE OF SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE WOULD YOU WANT TO SHARE WITH OTHERS?

DATE

1

Achieved! I am an MES faculty member.

7/29/2018 10:14 PM

2

Management skills

7/29/2018 4:07 PM

3

Stem. Outdoor skills

7/28/2018 9:47 PM

4

Real Estate Appraisal

7/28/2018 10:37 AM

5

Life skills, budgeting, preparing them for college

7/27/2018 1:30 PM

6

The importance of taking care of your body/treating others kindly/accounting and photography!

7/27/2018 6:32 AM

7

Early Childhood Development Non-profit management & community engagement

7/26/2018 11:03 PM

8

Always, spreading knowledge is power. Specifically I'm an avid gardener but have many other
skills and areas of expertise.

7/26/2018 10:18 PM

9

Mindfulness - relaxation to help students manage anxiety.

7/26/2018 7:16 PM

10

I am an educator

7/26/2018 3:06 PM

11

Child care skills. Working on paraeducator.

7/26/2018 8:35 AM

12

Early childhood education.

7/26/2018 7:28 AM

13

manufacturing. engineering. troubleshooting.

7/26/2018 7:11 AM

14

I teach mathematics and plan to substitute teach once both my kids are in school full time.

7/26/2018 7:08 AM

15

I am a nurse.

7/26/2018 6:41 AM

16

Sign language the basic of anything

7/26/2018 4:34 AM

17

The ability to grow as a community and strengthen what happens in a school

7/25/2018 11:49 PM

18

Model trains. Railroading. Gardening. Cooking.

7/25/2018 9:03 PM

19

not sure

7/25/2018 8:31 PM
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20

CAD, mathematics

7/25/2018 5:38 PM

21

Policing, positives and negatives of college

7/25/2018 2:48 PM

22

Respect and responsibility.

7/25/2018 12:35 PM
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Q8 Bethel, VT has Bethel University, where in the month of March,
anyone can teach courses on any topic. This initiative brings hundreds of
people from around the state and region to their town, and it helps
connect the local community. Would hosting an event similar to Bethel
University be beneficial to Milton?
Answered: 97

Skipped: 0
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TOTAL

97

#

MAYBE...

DATE

1

I find it hard to believe any short course would be of much benefit. How much can you learn in a
few meetings. It could spark interest resulting in a student deciding to pursue an education in that
particular area. In that case it could be beneficial.

7/31/2018 11:06 PM

2

It depends on the validity of what is being taught, and if the person teaching it indeed has the skills
to teach it appropriately. The 'teachers' should be vetted to ensure they know what they are talking
about, to ensure people are not getting incorrect information.

7/31/2018 3:44 PM

3

How do they screen these people and topics?

7/29/2018 3:16 PM

4

Z

7/29/2018 12:37 PM

5

This could be beneficial

7/29/2018 5:47 AM

6

Needs a lot of planning and volunteers

7/28/2018 9:47 PM

7

Depends

7/28/2018 3:57 PM

8

What's beneficial to Milton is mastering an actual education to our children before we work on
expanding into more advanced levels of education.

7/26/2018 10:18 PM

9

Not sure, I would have to see what courses are being offerred

7/26/2018 8:16 PM

10

Not sure Milton could host such an event we have minimal space and parking is already an issue.

7/26/2018 1:02 PM
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11

Depends on how the program is run. If it is structured correctly this could be a great tool.

7/26/2018 12:14 PM

12

I thought this has been thrown around some if organized perhaps a monthly basis skills to be
taught such as budgeting, basic home repair, basic sewing, basic cooking etc...life skills

7/26/2018 11:28 AM

13

Our town is already so big, even if it doesn't look like it. There is limited parking and space already.
If there was an expansion than a possibility.

7/26/2018 8:35 AM

14

Depends how many people are interested.

7/26/2018 7:11 AM

15

It would depend on the quality of what was available to learn. I’d hate to see it take away from the
Bethel programs.

7/26/2018 7:08 AM

16

We have no where for people to stay and Milton residents unfortunately do not get involved or
attend

7/26/2018 7:00 AM

17

Depending on what content it is compared to the knowledge the community wants to gain from
such an experience.

7/26/2018 6:41 AM

18

This is interesting but vague. I’d like to hear more about how this impacts our town and benefits
our children and staff.

7/26/2018 1:28 AM

19

Great idea. We already have the Artists' Guild, Library, and Rec Dept (and others?) sponsoring
classes, workshops, activites that attract people to Milton. It had better be a town-sponsored event
or group running it, or else the school will charge $25/hour for the space. Maybe we need a Lot
more public spaces (besides the school space.)

7/25/2018 8:31 PM

20

I’d want to know more about the oversight of the curriculum

7/25/2018 6:45 PM

21

Unsure- would need to ensure there is quality control before just opening it up to anyone.

7/25/2018 6:25 PM

22

Other districts end the academic school year 2 wks early and use the final days for just this type of
program. It is well received in the districts that I know about.. Do you envision this for middle
school and HS?

7/25/2018 6:10 PM

23

Not sure

7/25/2018 5:19 PM

24

Would depend on cost

7/25/2018 5:05 PM

25

It's worth a try to see.

7/25/2018 4:54 PM

26

Would depend on the time commitment

7/25/2018 4:52 PM

27

I’m not qualified to answer this question. Unsure.

7/25/2018 2:40 PM

28

This may be one way to help our most motivated students depending on cost. I'm sure it isn't free.

7/25/2018 12:35 PM
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